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The Intramural basketball season is
NING
will give Maine the same stiff opposition
in the annual indoor track meet, as it did drawing to a close with Kappa Sigma
Breaking loose .0.:am for the first time
last year at Lewiston from which the leading the North Section by virtue of
p.
they swamped the sophomore tracksince
victoripale blue tracksters emerged
eight wins and two losses. Phi Eta Kapweeks before, the men of the
three
men
ous by the slim margin of three points. pa is still leading the Southern Section
p •• • ••
freshman class invaded Orono Saturday
60-57. This year, however, there may be
with an unbroken string of nine vic- night with intent to crash the Strand
" another tune played and to all appear1_11 t It 111111 111111111
Theatre. Fortunately for the theatre
4 :owes the meet will be even closer, pos- tories.
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The regular meeting of the Student
wind of the intended attack
officials,
Chi
Sigma
26,
Feb.
night,
Thursday
sibly by one or two points. Bates will
Anyone desiring to learn the art
Senate was held Tuesday evening in
college authorities, and a
the
reached
be powerful in the track events, while beat the weak Lambda Chi team, with
Rogers Hall. The recent action of the
of saying the right thing at the
cordon of imported police was on the
Maine will be favored in the field com- Springer in the leading role.
Dunn,
Maritta
time—see
Freshman class in storming the doors of
wrong
scene with all necessary equipment and
petition.
Sigma Nu took over the powerful orders not to fire until frenzied frosh
Balentine Hall.
the theatre in Orono was discussed, and
The freshman rule here has wrought
It was voted that the various fraternity
their attack.
This
24-20.
of
concentrated
the
score
by
five
S.A.E.
According to what one of our
havoc, as the storm notices would say.
exit
the
through
houses decide whether or not the activienter
to
Attempting
game puts S.A.E. out of the running
with the Maine team.
most prominent profs says, the onright side of the theatre the
ties of the freshman class should be limthe
on
door
of
Coach Thompson of Bates, will use with four losses to its credit.
ly way to make the majority
ited to the campus, with reference to the
to enter were greeted with
men
four
first
a fine array of first year men with interstudents understand anything is as
Emerson, Newcomb, and Austin turned a shower of blows from the police, with
freshman banquet and dance.
scholastic records, whereas Jenkins will in most of Sigma Nu's points. Moore
follows:
Considerafg discussion followed on
the result that a halt was called. Manhave to be content with a squad riddled
1. Tell him what you are going
the subject of eligibility of duly-elected
and Hallgren were the outstanding ager Goldsmith, accompanied by Presiby ineligibility. There are a few frosh
to say
class (officer& and it was moved, seconddent Leo O'Neil of the Student Senate,
here who could gain at least ten points S.A.E. men.
announced that the
and
2. Say it
out
ed. and passed that beg - g in Septemcame
then
Saturday afternoon, Oak Hall beat
each, which would more than please
Ler, 1931, spy office that became open
3. Summarize what you have
class would be allowed to see the second
Jenkins.
Hannibal Hamlin A by a large score. show free. Orono in general, and the
said
for any reason, after the elections were
Eight of Maine's finest will be among Both teams, however, were sadly deheld. shoukrbe filled permanently by the
4. Write him a letter about it.
Maine Bear in particular then enterthe missing in the coming meet because
person who polled the next highest numpleted because of men on the freshman tained the hundred and fifty frosh until
of low midyear ranks. These men could
Two tray live as cheaply as one
when
show
second
the
ber of votes for that office. This would
for
time
nearly
count in the 40, 300 yd. dashes, and the trip.
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apply
crowd
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Phi Eta Kappa beat Phi
hurdles.
eth Vi and Norm.
scholastic reasons as well as for any
theatre. Several songs, including the
Track fans will be able to see one of tune of 28-10. The two MacMichaels
others.
"Band Song" and the "Stein Song" were
Speaking of etiquette we underthe country's best half-milers when Russ starred for Phi Eta Kappa. Phi Kappa
sing.
can
crowd
a
Discussion of the system of rushing
such
only
as
sung
then
stand that Alfred McMichael is
Chapman starts to strut his stuff. Sat- had a fine player in O'Laughlin.
and pledging was'prolonged. It seemed
%Vial a grand rush the mob entered
competing with Emily Post. Where
urday he tries for a world's record in
Delta Tau beat a weakened Oak Hall
to be the concensus lof opinion that under
the theatre, after the audience of the
did you learn so much, Alfred?
the 880 at the I.C. 4-A in New York. team by the score of 33-11.
the present system, the houses are subfirst performance had left, and found
Monday night, in the Northern League.
He is not able to run in the regular
We understand that a little bit
jected to too heavy a strain in the matseats. Chapter Eleven of "The Indians
events because of the clause which does Beta brat Theta Chi 24-16. Desmond
ter of furnishing meals for a large num:if feminine apparel has been purAre Coming" met cheers and jeers ganot allow more than three years of com- and Webb looked good in the red and lore, but courtesy was shown during the
ber of prowl* pledges; as a way out
sued all over Bangor and Brewer
The Bates flash has been pitted white of Theta Chi, and Wells, Packard
petition.
of the situation, it was urged that the
and is still at large. 'Tis a case
performance of "East Is West." Incion the cinder path since his freshman and Fickett shone for the Beta house
fraternities he allowed to pledge in the
for Sherlock Holmes, 'Gin.
dentally there were Sophomore Owls in
W. R. FARRINGTON:
year against varsity men from other col- team.
Fall of a student's freshman year, and
the crowd that entered the theatre free
The aroma prevailing around
(Contivined on Page Foto)
Tuesday night. Sigma Nu tripped up of charge.
An announcement from the President's to initiate the pledges as soon after that
Balentine lately has been anything
the strong Kappa Sigma five by the
office states that the lion. Wallace R. as desired, with the proviso that the new
but pleasant, but then rats will be
score of 21-20. This game was one of
Farrington, for eight years Governor of members were not to live in the houses
rats.
the finest witnessed in the Northern
the Territory of Hawaii, will be the the freshman year. The matter is to
League during the current season. This
Commencement speaker at the exercises come up for discussion at the next meetBalentine's Butt-heaver is still at
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.374 light as the high scoring man of the the original houses on the two farms evening in the new gym. The matches
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4.30 to 5 o'clock Saturday afternoon. was a debate between Edward C. Moran. Sigma Chi
.285 evening.
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provided by the town of Orono and have been arranged and are listed below,
I he program will be a part of the dedi- Jr. of Rockland and W. Gerald Holmes Lambda Chi Alpha
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Hinton, 41'.1 vs. Fitts, ATti
financial
game, by the score of 18-16, on Thurs• has presented a program over the final necessity of seeking the
President Boardman
He versity. This year
It took Minium an over- Waterville High. Caribou high, Bangor Linglois. Dorm vs. Sullivan, ATti
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the first one being last year on aid of an outside holding company.
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.least from a Maine station, which State Public Service Commission.
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High
Deering High, Fay
large cor- meetings will be held on consecutive INTRAMURAL TRACK MEET High,
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power
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(Continued on Page Four)
Pa.. Cleveland, Ohio, and Chicago, Illi- the Charles Rice Cup. and the Intramurwith
The conference conducted by Kappa March 14. at 2.00.
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meeting
Saturday morning's
nois. President and Mrs. Boardman will al Cup, Phi Eta Kappa made a clean
Gamma Phi, honorary journalistic societhe subject of municipal politics. Ihmom then return to Orono.
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sweep, winning the Rice Cup with 33
atdistrict
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E. Hall, of Boston,
ty at this university, has proven a suc- FROSH DOWN DEXTER 37-25
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Meetings are to be held in Minneapolis, points, and the Intramural Cup with
torney for the Garrett case, outlined that
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possibly Detroit 51 3-10 points.
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class case in detail. Garrett. a $2000 per year Buffalo, Syracuse and
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arks, who presided, announced that and narcotic squad, was
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urday by a score of 37-25. Three men
Oak Hall was n nner up for the In- three University professors.
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ultimate
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A
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It was decided to follow
evening. Saturday morning the delegates saw action were: Baker, Millar, Berg,
for immoral two groups in northern and Southern
1 vaudeville ing to have properties used
ItC.
1th a short dance. S
representative
escape prose- California to which no
are to inspect the printing plant of the Blanchard. Dow, Jackson, Merrill, Topart t and an orchestra have been engaged purposes and were able to
Jensen by a javelin heave of 171 ft.
from the University is to be sent this
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olosky, Weeks, and Wilbur.
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4 in. broke Black's record of 168 feet. Bangor "Commercial."
college year.
(Continued on Page Four)
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Enthus.iastic Audience Greets War
Dra:.:.a as Staged by Masque

EVERY BANKING SERVICE
complete
Nt any office of this bank you will find
facilities for handling your

An

ch.,ic, acting

Check Accounts, Savings Accounts,
Safe Deposits, Investments,
Trusts
all Alaint•
for
"Al!.Vaine" hank

a:

BANGOR, MAINE
Branches at
Dover-Foxcroft
Jonesport
Machias

Milo

T•

got

Orono
Total Reioterzet Ozer $20,000,000.00

•

Men's Suits and Topcoats
Ladies Coats and Dresses
Cleaned and Pressed

THE BEST OF FOODS

-rodents at

and

Quality—Service—Satisfaction
MAINE

'

whenever you wish at no extra
cost.
This is the happy combination
that our

Telephone 4740-4741

•

Atlantic Night Garden

F. W. SPENCER
Coal, Wood, Ice, Grain and Feed

offers you. Drop in after the theatre, afternoon or
evening.
You are welcome to dine and dance any hour of the
day.
A Night Club Atmosphere
Always a Good Time.

JobbingTel. 77
•
•

Over Atlantic Cafeteria

61, Main St., Bangor

INTRAMURAL BALL = TUX
Your "TUX" needs a PRESSING!
WANT it WELL-PRESSED?
Have it done right by

%-

DANCE PROGRAMS

BACON PRINTING CO.
Producers of Fine Printing
22 STATE ST., BANGOR, ME.
5.

On

Bill Riley

Andrews Music House Co.

BANGOR, MAINE

Headquarters fi r

PIANOS, MUSIC, VICTOR RECORDS, RADIO
Musical Merchandise, Strings, etc.

COLLEGE CLEANSERS AND DYERS
the campus esery night to call and deliver work

Maine.

Maine

The

Friday evening a new club was formed
at the home of Prof. and Mrs. Dow. The
membership of the club is to be drawn
in law courses at the University.
cordingly.

a

Acsuggested name for the club

is the "Oliver Wendell Holmes Club,"
in honor of one of the greatest of present-day jurists.
The club will have for its purpose the
discussion of various topics appropriate
to a law club, and the furthering of opportunity for social contact between faculty and students.
Those present at the founding of the
club were made charter members.
They are: Prof. and Mrs. Dow, Miss
Jessie Ashworth, and Messrs. Philip
Yerxa, Laurence Hawkins, Merton Berry, N. A. Porter.
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your room writing your
permanent notes or themes,lest your

Pen dry out when you stop to refer
to texts or notes, keep it in a Parker
Desk Base.
No need to buy a complete Desk
Set or a special Pen. Your present
Parker Pocket Pen is already half a
Desk Set.
Base with free taper, which converts your Pocket Parker to Desk
Set Model at only $2.50. Or if you
do not own a Parker, this Desk Sec
complete with $2.75 Parker PocketDesk Pen, only $525, or with Duofold Jr. Pocket-Desk Pen,Guaranteed
for Life, only $7.50. At all good
dealers.
THE PARKER PEN COMPANY
Janesville, Wisconsin

ParL
er
Duolold
Desk Sets

(g)1(1.31, Lic,cyrr & Wilts TOP u-rn

2. Say ii
3. Summ
said
4. Write

Tuesday aftertssm. candidates for center and backfield positions on the 1931
football team reported for spring practice. The present program for practice
consists of kicking, passing, fundamentals, use of spinners, and learning of
new plays. Reporting for practice is entirely s-bmtarx.

PEN GUARANTEED FOR LIFE
Other Pori.. Pont St TS and 13.50
Poordo to watch all Pens, $9.50 to 15

complete(
among

Band Song." '
"Ovilian Festiv
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(Continued from Page One)
Twenty-five Report to Brice for

DELIGHTFUL
CA NDY

tells the Truth!

Anyone d

The revised schedule of Prism pictures
The Maine girls' basketball team put
to flight the Alumnae team, last Satur- to be taken this week-end is a f Ii a:
day night in Alumni Hall, by the score
Saturday, Feb. 26
of 57-28.
1:00 Mid-Winter Ball Committee
Miss Rogers was elected captain of
1:15 Student Senate
the Alumnae team just previous to the 1:30 Sigma Mu Sigma
.art of the game and barely escaped be- 1:45 Maine Outing Club
kidnapped by the varsity team.
2:00 Delta Pi Kappa
Miss Lengyel officiated as referee. The 2:15 Men's M.C.A.
:inge peel pelting between teams in the 2:30 American Chemical Society
st quarter added a fruitful savor to 2:45 Sophomore Eagles
evening's gayety. This demonstra- 3:00 Women's M.C.A.
Sunday, March 1
o of the way basketball was played in
good old days, was a grand finale 11:00 1Selta Zeta
r the varsity team. and was thoroughly 11:15 Kappa Psi
11:30 Phi Eta Kappa
uoyed by both girls and gallery.
11:45 Phi Gamma Delta
12:00 Phi Kappa
NOTICE
important meeting of the freshman 12:15 Phi Kappa Sigma
will be held in Alumni Hall at one 12:30 Lambda Chi Alpha
'clock on Monday. It is hoped that 12:45 Phi Mu Delta
..cry freshman will attend, because the 1:00 Senior Skulls
,ctting will take up a matter of extreme 1:15 Beta Kappa
1:30 Prism Board
-nportance to all freshmen.
1:45 Kappa Sigma
2:00 Tau Epsilon Phi
2:15 Sigma Tau
sEP
2:30 Phi Mu
2:45 Der Deutscher Verein
3:00 Pan-Hellenic Council

Your Parker
Pocket Pen

I

LiuLai.

wrong tins
Balentine
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YOUR TASTE
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PRISM PICTURES

SPECIAL

B UT

7777-TTYT1

of saying

\for only 151

YOUR EYES MAY FOOL YOU

Bates
To 11

Stein

Desk Set
Where will the two slanting
lines meet if the shorter one
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from the Arts students who are enrolled

song concludes the concert.

DANCING

Bangor, Boston and New York Dye House

•

Sigma Nu: Charles Fox and Peter
Whitman; Kappa Sigma: Al Bickford;
Phi Eta Kappa: Kermit Crandall and
Charles Berry; Phi Kappa Sigma: William Ingraham and Clarence Wadsworth;
Phi Gamma Delta: George Greenlaw.
James Jackson, and Lee Stone; Phi Mu
Delta: Kenneth Cleaves; Beta Kappa:
Merle Bragdon, Gilbert Cox, and Fred
Atwood.

"apricots instead of pineapple."

Attractive Booths

with
We have the largest establishment in ;bis section of the State. equipped
the most modern machiner), and employ skilful and experienced help.
We call and delRer. Prompt service.
Our motto is

Mar

••

Sound effects under the direction of this country and abroad. She will speak
Leslie St. Lawrence, and lighting under
The University of Maine Band will
and 1."
the direction of Emil Erickson added on the subject entitled "Myself
and broadcast over the radio on Saturday afhearing
Miss
worth
well
W)gal
is
ach to the realism of the play.
has a message for us all. A large audi- ternoon March 7 from four-thirty to
,.ce is desired awl special music is being five. The program will go on the air
over the Columbia Network from Stari
Patronize Our Advertisers
tion WLBZ in Bangor.
Edward W. Strecker and John A.
Vickery, both Seniors at the University.
will direct the concert for the half hour.
The program includes numbers by Joe
McCusker and Howard Dole. former

Old Town

BAN,ofit

Private Mason, the loyal
who was so sorry

20

NEW FRESHMAN PLEDGES
Professor Dow Forms
Y.W.C.A. Secretary
ANNOUNCED
Pledging of freshmen is still going on
Club for Art Students
ill ive .uoress
and several new pledges were made this
week. Aniong them are: Sigma Phi
Taking Law Courses
At \ esper Service Sigma:
Hugh Gillis and Harold Miller;

Miss Winfred Wygal of New York
Wesley Bearce as the German soldier. will be the speaker at the Vesper Service
Aragged in from the raid, blubbers in a which is to be held on Sunday at 4 P.M.
roost realistic way and says, "1 not tell
Miss Wygal is the acting secretary of
Al:
. with true Hun-like stubbornness.
Student Council of the Young Womthe
runner,
and
Leif
Thomas Baldwin as a
sorenson as Sergeant Major, deserve en's Christian Association. Miss Wygal
high praise for forceful interpretation of is a world traveler and acquainted with
their rather minor parts.
the problems confronting the youth of

MERRILL TRUST COMPANY
Belfast
Bucksport
Dexter
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patient soldier
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To Bring Strong Runners Kappa Sigma and
To Meet,To Be Held Here March 14 Phi Eta Still Lead

Bates

•Imes Club,"
ttest of pre-

Frat Hoop Teams

Three Policemen Foil
Frosh Attempt To Rush
Strand Theatre. Orono

"No Smoking by Women at House
Dances", Dean Corbett Tells Senate

ADMITS CLASS
MANAGER
TO SECOND SHOW OF EVEA week trom Saturday Bates College
The Intramural basketball season is
NING
will give Maine the same stiff opposition
to a close with Kappa Sigma
drawing
in the annual indoor track meet, as it did
Breaking loose again for the first time
last year at Lewiston from which the leading the North Section by virtue of
they swamped the sophomore tracksince
pale blue tracksters emerged victori- eight wins and two losses. Phi Eta Kapous by the slim margin of three points. pa is still leading the Southern Section men three weeks before, the men of the
freshman class invaded Orono Saturday
60-57. This year, however, there may be
with an unbroken string of nine vic- night with intent to crash the Strand
another tune played and to all appearTheatre. Fortunately for the theatre
— I ances the meet will be es-en closer, pos- tories.
The regular meeting of the Student
wind of the intended attack
officials,
Chi
night.
Sigma
Feb.
26,
Thursday
sibly by one or two points. Bates will
Anyone desiring to learn the art
Senate was held Tuesday evening in
reached the college authorities, and a
in
track
events,
while
be
the
powerful
with
team,
weak
Chi
Lambda
the
beat
saying the right thing at the
Rogers Hall. The recent action of the
cordon of imported police was on the
Maine will be favored in the field com- Springer in the leading role.
wrong time—see 'Marina Dunn,
equipment and
necessary
all
class in storming the doors of
Freshman
with
scene
petition.
Balentine Hall.
Sigma Nu took over the powerful orders not to fire until frenzied frosh
the theatre in Orono was discussed, and
The freshman rule here has wrought
It was voted that the various fraternity
According to what one of our
havoc, as the storm notices would say. S.A.E. five by the score of 24-20. This concentrated their attack.
houses decide whether or not the activiAttempting to enter through the exit
game puts S.A.E. out of the running
moss prominent profs says, the onwith the Maine team.
ties of the freshman class should be limdoor on the right side of the theatre the
Coach Thompson of Bates, will use with four losses to its credit.
Is way to make the majority of
ited to the campus, with reference to the
first four men to enter were greeted with
a fine array of first year men with inter,tudents understand anything is as
Emerson, Newcomb, and Austin turned
freshman banquet and dance.
a shower of blows from the police, with
scholastic records, whereas Jenkins will
follows:
in most of Sigma Nu's points. Moore the result that a halt was called. ManConsideraW discussion followed on
to
content
with
squad
be
have
a
riddled
going
are
you
what
1. Tell him
the outstanding ager Goldsmith, accompanied by Presiwere
Hallgren
and
subject of eligibility of duly-elected
the
by ineligibility. There are a few frosh
to say
Senate,
Student
the
of
O'Neil
class
officers, and it was moved, secondLeo
dent
men.
here who could gain at least ten points S.A.E.
2. Say it
ed, and passed that beg. .ng in Septemthen came out and announced that the
beat
Hall
Oak
afternoon,
Saturday
which
would
more
than
please
each,
3. Summarize what you have
ber, 1931. apy office that became open
class would be allowed to see the second
Jenkins.
Hannibal Hamlin A by a large score.
said
show free. Orono in general, and the
for any reason, after the elections were
be
finest
Eight
will
among
of
Maine's
Both teams, however, were sadly de- Maine Bear in particular then enter4. Write him a letter about it.
shoukt he tilled permanently by the
held.
the missing in the coming mcet because
pleted because of men on the freshman tained the hundred and fifty frosh until
person who polled the next highest numTwo may live as cheaply as one
of low midyear ranks. These men could
her of votes for that office. This would
nearly time for the second show when
hut not nearly as quietly—so saycount in the 40, 300 yd. dashes, and the trip.
the
of
front
in
assembled
to those who became ineligible for
crowd
apply
the
Phi Eta Kappa beat Phi Kappa to the
and Norm.
cth
hurdles.
reasons as well as for any
theatre. Several songs, including the
scholastic
one
able
see
of
to
Track fans will be
tune of 28-10. The two MacMichaels
others.
"Band Song" and the "Stein Song" were
Speaking of etiquette we underthe country's best half-milers when Russ starred for Phi Eta Kappa. Phi Kappa
then sung as only such a crowd can sing.
Discussion of the system of rushing
stand that Alfred McMichael is
Chapman starts to strut his stuff. Sat- had a fine player in O'Laughlin.
pledging MU prolonged. It seemed
Vial a grand rush the mob entered
and
competing with Emily Post. Where
urday he tries for a world's record in
Delta Tau beat a weakened Oak Hall
to be the concensus of opinion that under
the theatre, after the audience of the
did you learn so much, Alfred?
the 880 at the I.C. 4-A in New York. team by the score of 33-11.
the present system, the houses are subfirst performance had left, and found
He is not able to run in the regular
Monday night, in the Northern League.
We understand that a little bit
seats. Chapter Eleven of "The Indians
jected to too heavy a strain in the matevents because of the clause which does Beta beat Theta Chi 24-16. Desmond
uf feminine apparel has been purter of furnishing meals for a large numAre Coming" met cheers and jeers ganot allow more than three years of com- and Vebb looked good in the red and
sued all over Bangor and Brewer
ber of proskiectiee pledges; as a way out
lore, but courtesy was shown during the
petition. The Bates flash has been pitted white of Theta Chi. and Wells, Packard
and is still at large. 'Tis a case
.if the situation, it was urged that the
performance of "East Is West." Incihis
freshman and Fickett shone for the Beta house
on the cinder path since
for Sherlock Holmes, 'Gin.
dentally there were Sophomore Owls in
fraternities be allowed to pledge in the
W. R. FARRINGTON
year against varsity men from other col- team.
Fall of a student's freshman year, and
the crowd that entered the theatre free
The aroma prevailing around
(Continued on Page Four)
Tuesday night. Sigma Nu tripped up of charge.
from the President's to initiate the pledges as soon after that
announcement
An
lialentine lately has been anything
the strong Kappa Sigma five by the
office states that the lion. Wallace R. as desired, with the proviso that the new
but pleasant, but then rats will be
score of 21-20. This game was one of
Farringtim, for eight years Govern.w of members were not to live in the houses
rats.
the finest witnessed in the Northern
the Territory of Hawaii, will be the the freshman year. The matter is to
League during the current season. This
Balentine's Butt-heaver is still at
Commencement speaker at the exercises come up for discussion at the next meetplaces Sigma Nu in a tie for third place
large much to the discomfort of
to be held in June. It is a matter of ing.
with Theta Chi.
Dean Corbett reminded the members
Dean Bean and Frances Downes.
particular interest that ex-Governor FarThe following is the standings of the
rington's trip will bring him to the scene that there is a University ruling to the
They should, however, be comthe two leagues up to date.
of his birth sixty years ago, and to the effect that no women are allowed to
mended on their handling of the
CORRUPTION" teams in
"POLITICAL
TEAM DEFEATS PRESQUE fortieth anniversary of his graduation. smoke at a fraternity house dance, and
case.
LEAGUE
AT
NORTHERN
DISCUSSION
OF
THEME
ISLE, AROOSTOOK COUNAfter holding the office of Governor that the chaperones are to see that this
POLAND SPRINGS
Won Lost Ave.
Hannibal Hall goes high-hat
TY CHAMPIONS, 1846
Hawaii for eight years. under ap- rule is followed. The rule applies to
of
.800
2
8
with a freshman ski-jumper eating
Kappa Sigma
Uniof two Presidents, Mr. Far- women not co-eds, as well as to those
the
pointments
represented
Eight delegates
.777
7
2
dinner in a tuxedo.
The Freshman basketball team reHamlin B
up his office in July, 1929. who attend the University.
gave
rington
versity of Maine at the Poland Spring Theta Chi
.666 turned to the campus Monday from its
3
6
The next meeting of the Senate is to
old position as president
his
Mr.
up
took
and
week-end,
last
Student Conference
.666
3
6
Sigma Nu
annual basketball tour of Aroostook of the company and publisher of the be on March 17.
Max H. Guyer of the faculty, Hildreth Delta Tau Delta
.624
5
3
County. The team played five of the leading daily newspaper in Honolulu.
Montgomery, Ethne Worcester, Howard Beta Theta Pi
.571
4
3
leading high school teams of the NorthStevens, Merle Bragdon, Walter Sar- Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Mr. Farrington is distinctively as well
.555
4
5
ern molly, winning three games and as distinguishingly a son of Maine—the
gent, C. S. Ramsey and C. G. Fielder. Oak Hall
.444
5
4
losing two.
This conference was one of the Lest yet Hamlin A
state and the institution. Born in what
.374
5
3
The frosh aggregation got off to an is Itinv the Mt. Vernon House, May 3,
held, and was enjoyable and instructive. Sigma Phi Sigma
.000
8
0
auspicious start when it took the first 1871. Farrington was the youngest of a
About two hundred were present, from
SOUTHERN LEAGUE
game on its schedule from Caribou, by family of six children, all graduates of
ti fteen colleges.
0 1.000 a (me point margin. The contest was
9
Phi Eta Kappa
the Maine State College. These five
The conference was made especially
.857 closely fought, with the final count being
6
1
ATO
sons and one daughter were children of
interesting by the subject, "Political Cor.750 43-42 in favor of the pale blue yearlings.
6
2
Phi Gamma Delta
The Band will broadcast over a naJoseph Ricker and Ellen E. Farrington, The preliminaries in the boxing tournruption," as found in public utilities and
.571 Osgood, who had been playing substitute
3
4
Phi Kappa Sigma
tv.tud net-work of over twenty stations municipal politics.
all natives of Brewer, with the excep- ament conducted by the Intramural Ath.428 forward all season, sprang into the lime4
3
Phi Mu Delta
tion of Wallace, who was born in one of letic Association are to be held this
from Station WLBZ of Bangor from
The opening meeting, on Friday night, Alpha Gamma Rho
.374 light as the high scoring man of the
3
5
the original houses on the two farms evening in the new gym. The matches
Moran,
C.
afternoon.
Edward
4.30 to 5 o'clock Saturday
was a debate between
.285 evening.
5
2
Sigma Chi
provided by the town of Orono and have been arranged and are listed below,
The program will be a part of the dedi- Jr. of Rockland and W. Gerald Holmes Lambda Chi Alpha
.125
7
Fairfield
Fort
finally
accepted as a site for the new in- by classes:
24,
March
Tuesday.
On
the
on
Co.,
Power
Maine
.000
Beta Kappa
cation ceremonies for the new studio re- of the Central
men.
Kenyon
on Page Three)
(Continued
the
by
34-23
defeated
was
his, or less
assertion that "the present-day regulaently completed at WLBZ, and will inthe high point man
again
was
Osgood
not
does
industry
electrical
the
tion of
E
is.
Augenstein, I N•rn)
Chetley.
for the freshmen, tallying half of the
ude among other selections, "The satisfactorily protect the interests of the
Whitten, +IIK is. Shapiro, I hirm
points.
team's
Hand Song." "The Stein Song", and consuming public." Mr. Moran, for tht
1 lagan, 4.1%5 vs. Cunningham, Z4.2;
The third and final win for the first
iiilian Festival" by Tavan. Because affirmative, stated that the discussion
126-140 lbs.
year men was at the expense of Presque
could not be confined to state boundaries.
iarilities are not available at the studio
RoffICro, [NWT VS. Murphy, (IX
The
champions.
County
powAroostook
a
is
Isle,
there
that
and sought to show
McGlaughlin, Al? vs. Burgess, 4.S11.1
"
1 accommodate the entire band of over
Freshman quintet came from behind (Pit
er trust, whose activities have been invs. Vernon, ATO
a hundred men, only forty picked playVs'iers,Al'P
conthe
while
(luring
occasions
that,
four
different
and
said
lie
Boardman
S.
Maine.
Harold
President
jected into
The ninth annual journalistic confer- Bossing, Dorm vs. Eskenas. TE.
a
score.
in
18-16
broadcast,
an
test to cop the game by
ers will take part in the
no one company contopls all power
Alumni Secretary Charles E. Crossland
normal schools thru140-155 lbs.
The team showed unexpected strength ence for high and
-ehearsal of which is to be held in the the United States, the industry is rapidly
alumni
to
University"
the
"carry
to
are
be held Friday and Haggett. AT.% vs. Stone, Dorm
to
is
state
the
out
people
comebacks.
that
in
these periodic
undergoing concentration, and
-'11dio tomorrow night.
campus
located at a distance from the
Copsoas Dorm vs. Overlock. 11% II
this is to the
Aroostook Central Institute and Mut- Saturday of this week.
Adelbert W. Sprague of the are questioning whether
during the next two weeks.
public.
pea-greenTo date, twelve schools have signified McLean, MC vs. Asali, 4.8
the
defeated
School
ton
High
Ausic Department will direct the Band, interest of the general
Each year a week or more is used by
Attridge, Dorm vs. Robertson, nil
phich will be led by John Vickery and
Ur. Holmes, for the negative, spent the president and alumni secretary to ers in the two final contests on their their intention of sending delegates and
Above 155 lbs.
• +said Stricker, both of the Class of some time in sketching the development visit and address groups of alumni bring- schedule. The strong team from Mars more are expected to register. The
It is the second time that the local of the power industry in Maine, and the ing them the latest news about the Uni- Hill tripped the frosh outfit in a close twelve schools thus far signed up are: Craig. 4•1'..1 vs. Tracy, A l'P
Hinton, 41'..% vs. Fitts, AIM
:lit has presented a program over the final necessity of seeking the financial versity. This year President Boardman game, by the score of 111-16, on ThursHigh, Caribou High, Bangor Langlois, Dorm vs. Sullivan, ATO
%Vaterville
He
overan
Minium
took
company.
It
day
evening.
holding
outside
• 'tr!'", the first one being last year on aid of an
is to speak to six associations and Sec• tenty-fifth anniversary of the birth denied that there was no regulation, and retary Crossland is to address nine meet- time period and a foul shot to defeat the high, Edward Little High, Stephens Venskus, fkirm vs. Feeley, OX
affreshmen in their last game of the trip. 1 Iigh (in Calais), Portland High, South Robichaud. ATI) vs. Walker, Al'P
"Stein Song." It is also the an- stated that profits were realized only
ten.
the ings, possibly
Preliminaries start Thursday, March
'•trsary of the first transcontinental ter operations Were passed upon by
Portland High, Old Town High, Cony
Beginning Monday evening, March 9,
He
5,
at 7.00.
Commission.
WINS
KAPPA
ETA
Service
PHI
which
Public
station,
State
kdcast from a Maine
High, Deering High, Fay High (in Dexmeetings will be held on consecutive
bouts will be held TuesINTRAMURAL TRACK MEET
Semin-final
put on the air from Bangor a few said it was easy to attack a large cornights in Schenectady. N. Y., New
ter), and Washington State Normal day. March 10. at 7.00.
r. ago.
poration and that the power industry
Pa.,
Philadelphia,
Allentown,
City,
York
In the interfraternity competition for Schools.
Final bouts2
i11 be held Saturday,
00.
sw
had been more lied about than any other.
(Continued on Page Four)
Pa., Cleveland, Ohio, and Chicago, IlliCup, and the IntramurThe conference conducted by Kappa M
Saturday morning's meeting dealt with nois. President and Mrs. Boardman will the Charles Rice
al Cup, Phi Eta Kappa made a clean Gamma Phi, honorary journalistic socieDamon
the subject of municipal politics.
Orono.
FROSH DECIDE ON
sweep, winning the Rice Cup with 33
at- then return to
district
special
Boston,
of
Hall,
E.
has proven a suc- FROSH DOWN DEXTER 37-25
BANQUET
Meetings are to be held in Minneapolis, points, and the Intramural Cup with ty at this university,
that
outlined
case,
Garrett
torney for the
cess for seven consecutive years. Prises
per year Buffalo, Syracuse and possibly Detroit 51 3-10 points.
In one of the roughest games seen at
(cling of the freshman class case in detail. Garrett, a $2000
CrossMr.
and
16.
March
of
week
of the vice during the
Kappa Sigma was runner up for the are offered for the best newspaper
the armory this season, team B of the
lumni Hall last Monday. Stan patrolman, when made head
able to bank land is to attend and speak at each of Rice Cup with a total of 24 points.
magazines, as judged by a committee of frosh took ovet. Dexter High last Sat• %Ali,
' presided. announced that and narcotic squad, was
these. This will nearly complete the
in
$l20,000
urday by a score of 37-25. Three men
about
Inthe
to
for
up
amounting
liner
ri
three University professors.
Oak Hall was
“s banquet. which, in former years savings
ultimate re- visitation to University of Maine alumni tramural( ••ith 2PA points.
were retired on acteinint of personal fouls
the
visitfor
banquet
a
be
• ',een held at flld Town. will this less than five years. The
will
There
associations in cities distant from the
influential
with
during
the tussle.
lay
Hall
hieold at the Bangor City
sponsibilitY( he said,
A new ret. I was made by Floring. ing delegates and members of the society
campus, with the exception of Pitts"higher-ups.- who for the sake of proTed
Curtis coached the team in the
seconds.
10
in
Pfll
yds.
100
34,
Lid
when he
visited later and
at the Phi Kappa Sigma house Friday
investments, were will- burgh which will be
1-5
of roach Kenyon. Those who
absence
10
of
record
Steinmets's
breaking
was decided to follow the dinner tecting unsound
Southern
and
evening. Saturday morning the deleptes saw action were: Baker, Ballar. Berg.
properties used for immoral two groups in northern
have
to
ing
vaudeville
aandshao
Set
nndance. Several
California to which no representative
are to inspect the printing plant of the Blanchard, Dow. Jackson. Merrill. Topand were able to escape proseorchestra have been engaged purposes
Jensen by a javelin heave of 171 ft
from the University is to be sent this
cution.
olosky, Weeks. and Wilbur.
Bangor "Commercial."
the
during
feet.
-2 tt e committee to entertain
4 in. broke Black's record of 168
college year.
(Coatinwed on Page Four)
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THE BOOK STORE AGAIN
The Book Store has often been the object of student (lissatisfaction.
usually centered on the slow service given by the employees. Last year,
widespread student sentiment, making itself felt through the columns of
waiting
this paper, had the result of speeding up the service, so that the
period was shortened considerably. ( And there was a lot of waiting
period to be shortened.)
Now, however, the More seems to have lapsed again into its independent, public-lie-hanged attitude. The attitude probably arises in the fact that the store has no competitor in the vicinity'. As a consequence of this lack of competition.
there is an unwillingness to do anything not absolutely necessary.
For instance, a student asks for something at one counter and is
told that the desired article is on the sitelves on the other side of the
store. It then often happens. in these cases, that there is no clerk on
the other side, so the student has to wait for an employee of the store
to walk over to the counter and get the article for the student.
In the ordering of books. there seems to be unnecessary delay—it
would be quicker for the student to °Mei- his books direct from the publishers in many casts. "
Another matter that causes some dissatisfaction is the policy of
the book store to charge postage on books. What other bookstore in
this country follows this practice?
Matters like these—slow service, charging joostage on books, and an
independent attitude that is reflected in the kind of service rendered.
account for the larger part of student dissatisfaction with the book-
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1910-1911
PHI MU DELTA INFORMAL
A. T. 0. DANCE
cal Hamlin Hall, the new dormII
Phi Mu Delta fraternity held an in- ' Alpha Tau Omega entertained at a'
is
completed
and
been
itory for men has
formal pledge dance Saturday evening. dance held Saturday evening, following ,
a much needevi addition to the University.
February 28. The grounds about the the Midwinter Ball held on Friday eve• • • • ••

Junior

house were decorated with gaily colored ning. Saturday evening, I luddilston's
TECHNOLOGY PROFESSORS
lights. The music was furnished by Troubadours played for the brothers and
ATTEND CONFERENCES
Larry Miller's Bears, Mrs. King aii,1 1 their guests. Major and Mrs. Oliver and
and Mr. E. J.
r A
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace chaperoned.' Mrs. Gertrude S. Bangs were chaperons
Felker attended the annual meeting of
Alonzo Jones, ‘'ergil Gross, and Joseph for both the house party and for. the
the Maine Association of Engineers at
Palley were the committee in charge of
fraternal
buffet supper which was served Sunday , the Falmouth Hotel, Portland, Maine, on
sophomore
society
A new
arrangements.
called The Masks has been organized at
evening.
February 19. Professor Lyon consulted
the University with the admirable purA feature of the latter occasion was with the District Engineer of the U.S.
TRI
DELT
MATRON
BREAKS
pose of improving true University spirit.
dance music furnished by some of the G.S. at Augusta and with the Chief EnANKLE
• • • • • •
Many
friends
on
the
campus
wish
to
members of the house, and several songs gineer and other engineers of the Maine
tine of the oldest and most exclusive
Central Railroad at Portland in regard
extend
Mrs.
their
Hesse,
sympathy
to
by -Chubby" Ilay.es, one of the pledges.
clubs of the University is the Conversato permanent and summer positions for
tion Club which was organized some Tri Delta matron, who broke her ankle
eilgineering students.
fifteen years ago. It is limited to 2.2 in a fall last Monday. Mrs. Hesse is SIGMA MU SIGMA MEETING
Dean Paul Cloke and Professor H.
members of the Faculty having the titlel reported to be resting comfortably at
Sigma Mu Sigma held a meeting Mon%Vatter Leavitt will attend a conference
the Eastern Maine General Hospital.
of professor.
Eleven
day evening at the S.A.E. house.
•
of the State Highway Commission at
new members were elected to the society. I Augusta March 6.
TRI
DELT
PLEDGE
DANCE
Instead of the Bible study classes
1
I n Monday. February 23, the Tri DelThe College of Technology will be
which were held last year in the fraterY.W. CANDLE-LIGHT
well represented at the Second Economic
nity houses, there will be this year only ta sorority gave a Tea Dance for its .
SERVICE
and Industrial Conference at Augusta
pledges. During the afternoon thel
one class for the whole University.
The 1*.W.C.A. held a candle-light ser- March 6 and 7. by Elliott R. Barker, Jr.,
• • • • S •
pledges were announced and each one
Robert J. Allen, Ph.D., LLD., is the was presented with a corsage of silver, vice in Balentine sunparlor last W'ednes- Elwin T. Howard, Merrill E. Kilby, Lingold, and blue flowers.
day night at o:30. There were readings coln 0. Spencer and Dean Cloke, Mr.
new president at the University.
• • • * • *
Those on the committee were Mary and special music. This meeting was in Barker will give a five-minute paper on
ipportunities for Pulp and Paper in
Following the custom that has been Sewall, "Bunny" Callaghan, Margaret charge of -Ike- Montgomery.
•
Maine. This conference, like last year's.
established at many institutions, the Uni- Hither, and "Spud" Churchill.
The
sponsored by the Maine Development
versity is now installing a system of elec- chaperons were Mrs. Hesse. Mrs. SweetPHI MU DELEGATES TO
C.,iiimission.
tric gongs too indicate recitation periods. ser and Mrs. Bangs. Music was furCOLBY
F. If. Gilpin, engineer for the Texas
The bell on Wingate Hall will no long- nished by Pat Iluddilstm's orchestra.
Lucia Umphrey '33 and Barbara Harer be used. In each hall there is a large
vey '32 were entertained at Colby Col- Company and consulting engineer on bigong, which, controlled by a master clock
TRI DELTS ENTERTAIN
lege last week-end by the members of tuminous pavements, will give a lecture
in the Secretary's office in Alumni, will
LUNCHEON GUESTS
Beta Beta Chapter oi Phi Mu sorority. : entitled "Low Cost Road Construction
ring for one full minute at the end of
On Monday, March 2, the Tri Deltas Saturday afternoon they attended the in- ,I with Bituminous Materials." at the Civil
each hour.
entertained Miss NVygal and Miss Camp- itiation of the new members. At night Engineering Club Meeting. Thursday,
bell at lunch. Miss W'ygal, speaker at a formal banquet was held at the Elm- March 12. at 7:00 P.M.
A handsomely bound song book con- the Vomen's Student Government Meet- wood Hotel, followed by a gym dance.
taining over a hundred college songs, sev- ing on Monday morning, holds the posi- The guests were presented with silver
HYLAND ATTENDS
eral of which are exclusively Maine tion of the Associate Secretary to the vanity cases upon which were engraved
FORESTRY MEETING
songs, has been published.
National Student Council with headquar- the Phi Mu seal. The following morning
Mr. Fay Hyland, on February 23 and
• • • • • •
ters in New York.
breakfast was served in the sorority 24, attended the annual winter meeting
•
The old Commons has been remodelled
ri
of the New England Section of the Sointo a recitation building and is now FORESTRY CLUB TO HOLD
ciety of American Foresters at Proviknown as Estabrooke Hall. There are
deuce, Rho Oe
DANCE FRIDAY
BETA THETA PI PARTY
three recitation rooms on the first floor,
The Forestry Club is to
its anBeta Theta Pi held an informal (lancet
and three on the third.
NOTICE FOR WOMEN
nual stag dance Friday evening in Aluni- ii Saturday evening. One of the un- I
iii
All co-eds arriving at the gym usual features of the affair was the ' The group basketball games which
! before 8.15 will receive a free ticket to gaily-decorated stag line. Mr. and Mrs. acre scheduled for Saturday, Feb. 28,
the occasion. Music for the dance will Bray chaperoned and the Harmaniacs will be played on Thursday. March 5, at
lie furnished hi I arr.. Miller's Bears.
vocal and inorinnciitad

130
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1:0
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During the squall of last Thursday, the
aerial of the wireless station on Hannibal
Hamlin Hall was blown over. It was
the only wireless apparatus in the radius
of five Miles.
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Students at the University of Marystore. There is something wrong when each year there is this feeling
land are liable to a three dollar tax if
of dissatisfaction with some departments of the store. A thorough they cut a class.
examination might reveal that drastic changes are needed in the policy
A special telephone system has been
of the bookstore.
installs-II between the men's and women's
dorms at Antioch College in the hope of
THE JOURNALISTIC CONFERENCE
promoting a better and increased social
contact.
This week-end, the ninth annual journalistic conference is to be
held here. The conference. spimsored by Kappa Gamma Phi, has some
Six freshman football players at
really valuable functions. It gathers together representatives of schools George Washington U. made an attempt
located throughout the state. friotii Si Otit h l'ortland to Carilmu. It ac- Ii, commercialize college spirit and loyalty by striking for salaries. All six
quaints them with the University of Maine. It oilers incentive, through
are now looking for jobs.
prizes. for the pr4xluction of a better school paper or magazine. and it
• • • • • •
affords a chance for school writers to broaden their h(irizon through an
Ohio I..'. students have adopted the latest rage, that of -companionate engageexchange of ideas with representatives from other schools.
Results such as these are ample justification for the conference, and ments-. The plan is for the boys and
girls to become engaged. the h.>- pinniiig
we are glad to welcome the delegates to Maine. We hope that they find
his irat pin on the co-rd. Each is free
their visit enjoyable and instructive.
to have dates with anyone else, just as
long as he or she is available to the other
for the important events on the campus,
CHURCH NOTICES
and other little events, as one or the
Fellowship Church
other may desire.
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CORRESPONDENCE

Fell 'a dij1. 4 hur‘.11, Sunday, March 8.
Editor.
Thirteen dollars was found to he the
Char lc. NI !sharpe Still continue tile cost of an average date at Purdue.
Maine Campus.
• • • • • •
writ
, 1 t. ry "4-11111.11- a It a serial of
My dear Sir:
A senior at W'ashington State has atI s pedestrianism co ompletely (biome:4 thrrc ii unit
mion "'Hie Trials and 'Tricven up In the Sty x, 111 Orono? The umphs 111 .1 Dreamer-. 'I tie first chap- tended 14.050 classes in the past B. years
withoiut being absent or late once.
machine-age has eliminated the social ter ii ill iiitnsluce "A it.. loVith a
• • • • • so
value of e inestrianism and apparently Swelieti Head.. and is ill Shola I IOW Mb
A "prom-crasher" at the U. of Cololia• made such jut.'sit'. into pedestrianism Home Folks Apreceirted
rado who smashed a window and suc!soloist. Mrs. Ileurv T. Etniore, So- cessfully entered, was detected by his
that one can count the hours and seconds
bleeding hand, which smeared the back
before it will be a social error to walk to prano.
The Tribe of the .‘benakis will hold of several evening dresses. He spent
class. 1 itch liikism and stouau a)ism
their regular Sunday evening Pow-Wow the night in jail.
are rid by-product• 1,1 this tragic confrom 7 to 9 at The Nlanse with Chief
flict between riding idle social comen- 'Vec' Fielder
talking on "India: Its INTERSCHOLASTIC BASKETtialism and walking (the traditional Past. Present. and
Future." YOU are
BALL TOURNEY
superstition I. That pedestrians must invited IF a Goovl
Indian.
he punished by law is a corollary sugThe Eleventh Annual Interscholastic
gested by the present situation. Briefly,
Basketball Tournament of the U. of N.
Methodist Episcopal Church
the sidewalks of oronto are more muddy
•
morning at 10:30 at the Meth- is to he held at the University Thursday.
than the slums of the .%tlantic Ocean.
rpisopal Church Mr. Bellew will Friday. and Saturday, March 12. 13. and
.Nnd ii unemployment, work-your-way- preach con the
subject "A Kingdom With- 14th.
through-college are the chief unsolvable out
Frontiers." the second in a series of
Twenty-seven schools have applied for
American problems. automobilism offers Lenten
sernions dealing with the expan- admission to the tournament, and of them.
the solution: let the student• be paid tor sive
principle in Christianity. The pastor the eight strongest teams have been seclearing our sidewalks and carting away will
assisted in the service by Harold Ivens(
the unaesthetic muddy and watery snows
i, hnist. and the Vested Choir. Bangor. Cony. Presque Isle. Northeast
that line up the glitters. Must walking
The Student Forum will have for its Harbor. Calais. I 'lroito. Houlton and
be il‘oonitiF Nlust the machines only
spealsvr "Chet IC Ramsay. who will take Caribou are the choices.
hair the right-of-way %% hat ab-ut sidehim' his subject "Political corruption and
The games will be scheduled as folwalks for sidcwalks sake': Don't the
its implications as seen at Poland Springs lows:
radically minded auttimoloolites yearn
Preliminaries. March 12, 2.30 P.M..
for stretches of sidewalks to relieve the Conference." The Forum Hour is 7:30.
Come early, if possible. to the lunch and 3.30 PAL, 7.3o P.M.. 8.30
P.M.; SemiItionidotty if the ritgri?In stair!. why not
Fellowship Hour beginning at 6:30. All final-. March 13th. 7.30 P.M.. 8.30 P.M.
clear the sidewalk, as well as tilt- roach?
Students and Younger Faculty Members fasial.,. March 14th. 3 P.M.
Sincerely.
are invited to the Forum. The Epworth
.Nrrangemcnts are also underway to
A. H.
League Devotional Service is at 5:45 in base the prep school final played here. !
the Church Vestry. "Jesus and the Re- and it is very
likely that this arrangePHI BETA KAPPA
ligion of Youth" is the topic.
ment will be made. Iltscksport. winner ;
ELECTIONS
of the northern division. will play the
I r., 'dates and six
nations were rep- victor of the Bridgton-Kerns Hill game,
Eiections too Phi Beta kappa will la r stilled
in the freshman class at 'ale which is to
decide the winner of the
announced in chapel on Monday, Mar 9. U. this v ear.
southern league.
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Nothing small about this work
Reaching out to the far corners of the
earth for raw materials of telephone apparatus, is a Western Electric function
in the Bell System.
To assure adequate sources of supply,
men engaged in this work of mass purchasing continually search the entire
globe. To buy w isely, they study all
factors affecting prices—economic and
labor conditions, transportation facil-

ities, freight rates—on a world-wide
scale. Each year their purchases, worth
many millions of dollars, include such
diverse products as platinum from
Russia, mica from India, asphalt from
Venezuela, flax from Belgium and
France.
All in all, a vast and fascinating task.
For men of keen business judgment,
the opportunity h. there!
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W. R. Farrington To Be the
Chief Speaker at Graduation

STUDENTS ORGANIZE
TENNIS CLUB

On Tuesday, March 3, the Maine
stitution opened in 18o6.
Tennis Club held its initial meeting at
The earlier years of Wallace's life the Lambda Chi house. Mr. Curtis,
were passed on the campus; he lived for faculty manager of athletics, gave a fine
a time in Brewer, but registered front talk on the proasOtion of tennis as a
Portland when he entered Maine in 1887. minor sport. Mr. Curtis also stated that
While in college, Mr. Farrington won a valuable prize was to be awarded to
for himself many honors, in fraternal,
the winners of the
tournament this
class and college activities. He began his
spring.
A
large
and
enthusiastic
group
newspaper work on the college publication of his day, The Cadet. He gradu- of over 26 members was present. The
ated in the class of 1890.
officers of the club are Fred Colby, presFor the first four years out of college, ident; Donald Preswy, vice-president,
Mr. Farrington worked on several pa- and Lydell Mayers, secretary and treaspers throughout the east, and with vari- urer.
ous publishing concerns. In 1894 he received the position of the Pacific Commercial Advertiser of Honolulu, and
shortly after, president of the Hawaiian
Gazette Co. He returned to the states
in 1897 for a brief time and then returned and became editor of the EveIs rur mold ol health service The Ha.'said Unit crafty DenMl School - -the ,idning Bulletin. In 1912 the paper was
ent
school calms ted with any
consolidated with the Star, Farrington
university in the United States -oilers
thorough well balanced tout." in all
becoming vice-president and general!
bean( hia of dentistry ill tii.•lern
nient
practical work under super•
manager of the publication.
vision col men high in the ;trofesuon
Wear for &loll( mod oferittioso regain(
In 1921 President Harding named
weell to Leroy M. N. Newer. Dears
Farrington for the position of Goventor
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
of the Territory of Hawaii, and four I
DENTAL SCHOOL
years later President Coolidge reappointDept. 16. Longwood Age Boston. Mass
ed him for a second term.

Have you chosen
your life work?

lot

to put CAMEL cigarettes

LAND THEATIA
ORONO MAINE

•

Thurs., March 5
"FREE LOVE"
With Genevieve Tobin and
Conrad Nagel
.-,upported by Zasu Pitts and
Slim Summerville
We highly recommend this one.

'rues.. March 10
"REDUCING"
With
Marie Dressler and Polly Moran
The laugh sensation of the year.

•

in the new HUMIDOR PACK
•

Cu! out and hang up

Mon., March 9
"SCANDAL SHEET"
with
,eorge Bancroft, Clive Brook.
Kay Francis. Regis Toomey
and others
1:. own wife gave him his biggest
is,. (Note: This is a true story
of a man's life—see it by all
means)

Wed.. March 11
Big double feature bill
"AFRICA SPEAKSa four star picture that has broken
records on Broadway. and
"COHENS AND KELLEYS IN
AFRICA"
a screaming comedy hit
come as late as 8 o'clock and see
both features
No adyance in prices

The Ideal Hotel for You

In BOSTON

W

E have been in the tobacco business a long
time down here at W inston-Salem and we take
a lot of pride in the quality of the cigarettes we
make.
While we have spent a good many million
dollars advertising Camels, %Y4'.%c alwass held
to the old fashioned idea that the thing that
really counts is what we put into our cigarette
and not what we say about it.
If we know anything about tobacco, and we
think we do.Camels contain the choicest Turkish and the mellowest, ripest domestic leaves
that money can buy.
In fact we have every reason to be proud of
the quality of Camels as they come front the
factory but the remark of an old friend of ours
front Denver some time ago emphasized a 'mint
that has been the problem of the cigarette
industry for years.
As he inhaled the smoke from a Camel we
gave hint in our °Rims one morning. he sighed
with very evident enjoyment and tIwo asked
jokingly. "A hat is this, a spet•ial blend reserved for Camel executives?"
"Certainly not," we told him."This package
of Camels was bought at the corner store this
morning."
"A ell." he said,"rye been a dyed in the wool
Camel smoker for a good many years, hut 111)011
Ill, MOW I never got a eigart•tte as good as this in
Denver. If you would give the rest of the world
the kind of Ca tneI' s,,ui sell here inWinstonSalem, you ought to have all the cigarette business there is."

T

lItT statement simply ems
Outsized again the cigarette
industry 'S most important
problem. The more we
thought about it. Cc surer
we were that he was dead
right, and t
t :;onichote,
s
'thing must ix. dots'.

IstheNEWM

Hotel
ANGER
At North Station
Direct Entrance from B. & M. Depot
and Boston Madison Square Garden

500 ROOMS

r ach Room equipped with Tub and
Shower •Built-in-Radio Speaker
(Three Station Service)•Servidor
Circulating Ice Water.
Ilaur
s=rs Most Medan*
word Perfectly
AP/Mated Hotel

N ES

ECONOMICS CONFERENCE

kg we spend 2,000,000

Sat., March 7
**FIGHTING CARAVANS"
Story by Rex Beach
with
i;ary Cooper. Ernest Torrence,
rueene Pallette, Lili Damita
and others
la,t episode "Indians Are
Coming"

task.
lent,

CHAPEL SPEAKER

Mr. W. J. Kitchen. Secretary oi the
An I.:commas Conference for the stuAlpheus Jackson was elected president
New England Student Committee of the dents of the four Manic colleges is beof the 4-H Club at its second meeting y.m.c.A., w ill be
SATURDAY. MARCH 7
the chapel speaker at ing held in Augusta Friday and Saturof the year in Winslow Hall last Tues- 9:45 Monday morning. He will talk on
1:00 Delta Zeta
day, March 6 and 7. The discussions
day evening. The other officers are: -The Student Movement in Europe."
1:15 Men's Rifle Club
will be held in the Senate Chamber of
vice-president, Helen Clements; secreDuring the chapel period, Dean Steythe State House. The subjects for dis1:30 Junior Week Committee
ens will antlounce the newly elected
tary and treasurer, Doris Smart,
cu.,ion are: "Banking," "Pulp and Pa1:45 Electrical Club
Mr. Shibles, state club leader, gave a! members of Phi Beta Kappa.
per." "Power", and "Vocational Oppor):00 Maine-Spring
An opportunity will be given for hearshort talk, and Miss Mildred Brown retunities for College Women in the
15 Junior Prom Committee
ing Mr. Kitchen again at the Vesper
State.- The speakers will be business
ported on 4-11 Clubs in the state. Miss
2 : 341 Xi Sigma Phi
service at four o'clock Sunday after2:45 Math Club
Greene, head of the Home Economics noon. The subject at this time is, "In men in the state, and from the University of Maine: Elliott R. Barker will
departmitn, was the principal speaker, Quietness and Confidence there is.
SUNDAY, MARCH 8
speak on "Pulp and Paper," Melvin
and talked on -Positions open to Home Strength." There will also be special Adams on "Power" and
1:30 Track Club
Margaret E.
music.
1:45 Phi Sigma
Economics Students."
!turret! on "Opportunities for College
Mr. Kitchen, who is from Boston, is
2:00 Pan-Hellenic Council
Refreshments were set-% ed.
Women in the State."
well-known on the campus, having spok2:15 Men's M.C.A.
The object of these meetings is to try
en here on previous occasions. his ad2:30 Maine Outing Club
CO-EDERS WIN TOURNAto get more graduates of Maine colleges
dresses
are
considered
substantial
as
well
2:45 Debating Society
MENT
as interesting, and his talks here should to be placed in business positions in the
3:00 Sophomore Hop Committee
state. Employees who wish to interview
the
last
is
opportunity to have I The "Co-eders" won the co-ed basket- be very worth-while.
As this
students with reference to positions are
Prism pictures taken, each group should ball tournament as the deciding game of
Tuesday, a ladder was erected on the invited to come to the discussions.
wake every effort to be there. For any the inter-group series was played off south side of Alumni Hall to serve as
,..oiges in time consult Vheeler Mer- March fourth, between the Co-eders and fire-escape for the room on the third
Among "notes on elates" found in the
All at Kappa Sigma
the Cardinals. The Co-eders won by a floor of the hall used as a dressing-room Silver and Gold of Colorado U: A date
score of 45 to 29, although the game by the Masque when a play is being pro- I is a diplomatic conference. Boundaries
FENCING CLUB ELECTS
was a much closer one than the score duced. Heretofore, the only way out of must be decided, compromises must be
OFFICERS
indicated. The game was fast and furi- the small room has been down a steep I made, treaties must be formulated.
ous for the first three quarters, but the rickety flight of narrow stairs. With
••• • ••
The University of Maine Fencing Club! Co-eders were too much for the Cardi- this improvement, the object of much
Be the first to flatter and escape the
as organized at a meeting of the tenc- nals and pushed ahead in the last quar- ag itat in by the Masque has been embarrassment of hating to return the
,ig classes held in the Armory last Fri- ter to an easy win.
achieved.
compliment.
day afternoon. Fifteen students attendthe meeting, and temporary officers
.ere elected under the direction of Berle Schneider. The officers elected were
on Baldwin. pres., Fred Black, vice; resident. and Norm Turner, sec.-treas.
A fencing club under the direction of
Major (Auer was in prominence here
eieeral years ago, but was disbanded
because of lack of interest. There appears to be much interest in the sport
this year, however, and it is hoped that
this club will prove a success. Another
!meting of the club is to be held Friday
oening at 7 o'clock in the M.C.A.. Anyone interested is invited to attend.

Fri., March 6
"RAIN OR SHINE"
With Joe (.00k, Louise Fazenda
!nil all star cast. This is from the
stage success. A $5.50 show
for 350

wide
•orth
such
from
From
and

JACKSON PRESIDENT OF 4-H
CLUB

3

Dining Room,Coffee Shop, Oyster
Bar and Soda Fountain offer wide
variety of food and service.
RATES--ROOM AND BATH
FOR ONE—S2.50, 3.00, LH,COO
FOR rwo-S4.110. 4.50. 5.00, COS
Hs wow Rates

Denver wasn't getting a fair
break. Neither in fact was
any other town.The only people who really knew how good
Camels could be.wt•n• t he folks
right litre in A inston-Salem.

of the tobacco in Camels, whether you buy
them in Winston-Salem, Denver or "'imbuetoo. But up to now there has been a very real
difference in the condition of the cigarettes by
the time they reached the smoker.
The flavor and mildness of fine tobacco
depend upon the retention of its natural not
added, moisture content which is pr• • at
about ten percent.
In spite of our great pains always to make
sure Camels left the factory with just the right
t of nat oral
•st tire, no cigarette package had ever yet been designed that could present that precious moisture from drying out.
•
IERE arc three things about a cigarette that
can sting the tongue and unkindly burn the
throat.

T

(1) V

heop toluseeos.

air-tight seal could give the desired protect'
(D) This nteasure. while costly, cauld be relied
oti to keep Camels in prime c
lit'
for at
least three months in any climate.
ifsou have a technical bent, the graph below
made by the Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory
will show you the exact results of their eshaustive study.
25 DAY CHART OF CIDARETTE MOISTURE LOSS
a.

MIME
1111•11
30 •••cp
•
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•1111
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Humidor Park

Ii,

" Wits
Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory itepor Pi°1$0473-Jan 12.1931

(2) Particles of pepperg dust left in the
tobacco because ofinefficient cleaning nee/hods.

Pittsburgh

(3).1 parched dry condition of Ow toburro due tiptoes's of natural MIIiNIU re
by orerhow tiny or erespornlion.

Y

Alssas certain of
quality of our tolitseco.4
we had :dreads made Camel a "this/fess'
.cigarette by the use of a specially designed vacuum
elt•aning apparel tin exclusive with our factory.
Now,if we could perfect a package that till It
actually act an a Is ruirlur and retain the fia iiirai
•sture content. then Yuma, Arizinia,
could enjoy Camels a, muck as we du here at
Winston-Salem.
Wt' knelt IS 11111 I we
a,lied.
Nk I' truth many things. Aiasked the Pittsburgh Testing
La bora I(try to help us.
titer many experime,i is and
hijittitlily tests teetering all
rtiethisels of packing eig:tretIt
came the detailed report of
hich t him is the mitt:
(.1).Nn existing rigaret te package, including those urapped
in gist'.'sine paper or ordinary
cellaphatte,given an,thing like
adequate protection againet.
evaporation.

jI.
....
ileigsti,s, I. el 1.1.11 ,114.

.q•
.

AVM

T1'011110 !MINI/1111 or, rimer (dome grf
s'
1 hie t me le ii,.•
mei Iles
b.( PM I. deli I f•I'S
Cigistyt les to you is( prime c lit.

OU may be sure we gas.. this report it Idol of
careful study. We she. Led it and re-elieckeil it
and then we went ahead. V.. tried this des ivy
had that. Ai last Me 4114.i P11111411.!4/4. The air-tight
wrapping involved the designing of special
pnwesses,special marl
That costs a lot of ttttttry. more than $2,000e•
IMO the first 'car, bui sifter you have tried
Camels packed this modern mw way v. are
sure you will agree it is u line invest int•tat.
For some time now t•iery I;mud that has left
our factory has gone out in this new humidor
Pack.
Vi.' base ..:1111 ,ii,ilii,
ll101111 t Until nsiw, to
111:1 ht. sure sour iicakr A1011111 be able to supply
you %s hen the good Or mon ta /114` t,u I•
I:any I s!nokers of •tourse have already elkentered that their favorite cigarette is better
and milder now than ever before.
If you an n't a Ca
•I smoker. try them just
it, MCC what it iiiiTerrium there really is Is turen
harsh, dricd 011 t tobacco and a properly conditioned cigarette.
1.4111 can fee/ the siillercure. till .1tei /tear the
difference and you certainly can taste the difArea ce.
Of courm. we•rc prejudiced.

That was due to a factor no
cigarette manufacturer had
es cr beell able to coot rol.

(B) III cigarettes so packed
tend to dry out rapidly fr
the day they arc n•lcused from
the factory.

always /Ince lielievt•il that Camel is the
world's best cigarette.

Naturally there is 110 difference whatever in the quality

(C) Only a scaterpraof material with a specially devised

Just treat yourself to Camels in the new
Humidor Pack mid wee if you don't agree.

A.mc we know it.

B. J. RLINoi
II/1154 4 41 4 411ii.tNY
itiettett-`ela. iii, V. 4..

THE MAME CAMPUS
last tate if crt
ill the
rated as one of the best in New England, since Lindsay and Richardson.
Booth and Austin in the mile, and the
, The officials have therefore ar- Gunning-Brooks combination in the twode
awed a special event for his specialty. mile will find some hot work when they
Chapman will be ably assisted by Cole aim to break the tape ahead of the visitors.
Ett Adams in the 600 vand run, and
Knox has pushed himself out 23 feet
des and Cole in the 1000. Hayes and
• Iles will be entered in the mile, and in the broad jump and is the "best in the
hitten in the two-mile. Knox is just State". at the present time. Chase and
sure of garnering points in the 40 and White, of the Maine cohorts, will strive
0.1 as his teammates. Adams ran a 49 to displace the champ. The hurdles hold
,cond quarter last year as a freshman, forth Stiles. N'erxa. and Timberlake
against two freshmen from Bates, Purial will be seen here in the 300.
Bates has had the advantage of much inton and Eaton, who, while competing
..mpetition indoors while Maine ha, for MCI. and Deering respectively,
,en less fortunate. With the javelin gained interscholastic records.
mitted from the schedule of events. In the high jump, there will be Chase,
Maine loses about eight sure counters. Webb and Duplissa. Burnham. who did
Maine will have White. Means and well in past meets, has not been doing
irtjs in the 40, and ‘Vhite and Chase much because of a bad leg'
in the 300; NVendell and Mank in the .1 The best fight will take place in the
Mank and Percival in the 1000.
pole vault. Meagher. a freshman, and
\V!
11
Pates, who ran second to Dill. of Bate,. nil go ii2ainst Webb and
(Continued Jr.

in ijJge 040
)

Maine Favored to Defeat Bates
in Meet to Be Held March 14

EVERY BANKING SERVICE
At any office of this bank you will find complete
facilities for handling your
Check Accounts, Savings Accounts,
Safe Deposits, Investments,
Trusts

An "All.11,inv.

Boxii

Isiserk Iia- ;,11

MERRILL TRUST COMPANY
BANGOR, MAINE
Branches at
Milo
Dover-Foxcroft
Belfast
Old Town
Jonesport
Bucksport
Orono
Machias
Dexter
Total Resources Oter $20,000,000.00

Men's Suits and Topcoats
Ladies Coats and Dresses
Cleaned and Pressed
We have the largest establishment in this section of the State, equipped with
the most modern machinery, and employ skilful and experienced help.
We call and deliver. Prompt service.
Our motto is
Quality—Service—Satisfaction

Attractive Booths
THE BEST OF FOODS

Banger, Boston and New York Dye House
MAINE

BA Ni,i,11

Telephone 4740 4741

DANCING
whenever you wish at no extra
cost.
This is the happy combination
that our

Pipes and Tobacco
Sr( il 1

!Lir( 1111,,

Atlantic Night Garden

University Pharmacy

Quick But Efficient Dry Cleaning Service
\1e never denver aii.v 55,11k twin

offers you. Drop in after the theatre, afternoon or
evening.
You are welcome to dine and dance any hour of the
day.
A Night Club Atmosphere
Always a Good Time.
Bangor
(.6 Main St..
Over Atlantic Cafeteria

pa,
,
, o1,.ur IIgid

We have every facility for doing the very finest work. Expert
workmanship.

All
Makes

PIPES

For Frat
Smokers

Always Something New in

Miss WYgal. acting secretary of the
National Student Council of the \'.\V - The complete program is as follows:
CA.. spoke at a joint meeting of the The University of Maine Band,
-Y" cabinets, Monday afternoon. Some
March Song
of the problems of the Maine Y.W.C...k. Overture to the Opera,
Martha Flotow
were discussed.
Pastel Minuet
Paradis
Miss Wygal also spoke to the fresh- University March
1'
man "1— meeting held at Mt. Vernon Spanish Suite. The Festival of
Monday night. After some special music.
Seville
a discussion was held. Some of the
1 Bolno
questions under discussion were:
11 Joni
"If you had to give up everything in
Ill Se% illanas
the world but one thing, what would it
IV March of' the Toread.,r,
be?"
The Maine Stein Song Colcord-Fen, .
-What are we in college for?The main theme of the meeting was
(Contanned from Page One)
that each person has a living personality
Eight
Representatives from
which attracts others.
Maine at Annual Conference
Miss Ruth Hamor sang two selections.
with piano accompaniment by Eva Bis- ] eteers largely to the fact that big busibee.
ness is frequently allied with the underworld and therefore compromised. He
praised
the institution of the city finance
Havey. of Maine. They are all capable
c‘mitnittee.
which has been tried for the
doing over 11 ft. 6 in. Meagher
first time in Boston, as an effective
Maine
pped the beam at 12 feet in the
means of detecting graft. This body, ap• terscholastics, last year. Dill has won
• e State title for two successive years.. pointed by the governor, has full powThe only real hope lies in the remain- ers of investigation, and can place cheeks
field events—Webber and Alley as , upon crooked deals through published
• .tputters: Fickett, Webber, and Gon- reports.
hammer; Curtis, Fickett. NVebber. I harry W. Laidler, of New York,
Executive Secretary of the League for
• Aeetser, discus.
Industrial Democracy, spoke in favor of
the public ownership of utilities, as a
• means of doing away with any necessity for special privilege and of providSPECIAL
ing maximum service at a very low price.
He gave Ontario and Los Angeles as
THIS WEEK-END
conspicuously successful examples of
such ownership.
Other speakers, dealing especially with
the ethical aspects of the question, were
Dr. John C. Schroeder, of Portland, and
Buell Gallagher, of Boston.
Sugar Wafers
A second speaker on the same subject
was John C. L. Dowling, former chair49e lb.
man of the Boston Finance Commission,
who laid the inability to -t pc with rack-

SCIRAFFT'S

Thin rounds of deliciousness:
lemon, lime, orange,
peppermint and
wintergreen.

N

ERS

Cigars
Tobacco

yOUNGS
26 State St.•••°

Everything for the Office

CENTRAL OFFICE SUPPLY CO.
18 Central Street
Bangor

often

Drop in when you're down
COLLEGE CLEANSERS

School Supplies
Price Books, Memo Books, Fountain Pens, Architect's Supplies

-;(i delightful to the taste
you will %vain them

SMOKERS' ARTICLES
On the campus every night to call and deliver work

t-onrild
Page
fdrom
on Air Onaetiur d
University Band
in Nation Hook-up

WYGAL SPEAKS TO
"Y" GROUPS

Pouches
Lighters

Tel, 226

STOP IN FOR A POUND

TUFTS COLLEGE

TODAY

DENTAL SCHOOL
Founded 1567
Cm I rcr men and women- -prepare for a ;Iroftwgon of widening interist and opportunity.
Result research has enlargid the scope of
miry phase of dentistry. The held demands,
more than eser before, men and women of
ability lacked by superior training. Such
iraining Tufts College Dental School offers to
its students. School opens in :september 30,
Nit. Ow catalog may aiiiile you in choosing
)our carter. For iniurmaiion address—

PARK'S VARIETY
"Most Everything"

De. Wu I 1474 Rica. 1)eaos
4 I 6 Flemington Avenue
Boston, Mess.

31 NL. I. Sr.

BELIEVE IT OR NOT!

Which is larger —the white
ball or the black? Don't
answer too quickly.

Before setting out to conquer the movie world the Class of '34
(in full strength ) invaded the dining room of the Maine Rear
and there imbibed the refreshments which gave them the strength
to take the town without a struggle.
Moral: Eat at the Maine Bear befi ire attempting t.. conquer

Those Spanish Peanuts
by Kemp

YOUR EYES MAY FOOL YOU
BUT

YOUR TASTE

If'rafted in cellothane for health's sake
In Orono, we're the peanut vendors

Nichols Drug Store
Andrews Music House Co.
lleadquarters f .r
PIANOS, MUSIC, VICTOR RECORDS, RADIO
Musical Merchandise, Strings, etc.

DANCE PROGRAMS

MILDER . AN D
BETTER TASTE

BACON PRINTING CO.
Producers of Fine Printing
22

STATE ST

BANGOR. ME.

Pioneer 1ingravin0 Co.
II' PHOTO ENGRAVL RS 1
ce) NII'.d init(

t
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last
Boxi
In

the second
Mations being
mural Athletic
Cs ening, the sev
fighting. Only
disapproval of.
when the judge
awarded Whitt,
stein in the 126
i.. most of the
.\ugenstein, an.

In the 135 lb
bad little diffic
..i the 1)...rm te
Mg to mix it,
and the decisi
The feature fig
deed of the ser
between Murpl
Laughlin oi
was a ding-don
ish with !with
thru the three
..utstanding ho
went over big
lin was given ti
gin, hut it was
that lie deserv.
In the 140-E
through to an
the Dorm, W
outclassed, put
&arol him to t
The I
techt
came in the
overlock. Su
verge of culla]
st,,pped.
In the heavy
two bouts that
Hinton lost to
first two rout
with a hid that
had things pre
the third rout
Robichaud h
41, but a fi•
hard punches I
fit' me.

The finals in
be held Saturdi
bouts in the vi
126 lb. class:
126-140 lb. cl

140-155 lb. c
Heavyweight
I n the bash.
w..tild seem tin
%%Innen. \VII
g..t the speed t
he is a strong
to defeat him.
In the 126-1.
t.i have the et
tli..ugh this wil
lout. It will
two nien calm
ernon won 11
Vernon is the
lilt will he a
In the 140-1
I.n Nably in
Asati is
-t r tip punch,
!wat Stone, whi
'Id willing fig
l'he heavy%
. ttatest proble
'A inner. (in ti
.nces„ h..wever
duicat Sullivan

Fencing, C
To I
meeting 0.
.icing Club
• :lie in the M
Bernie Schnt
are arranging
,
t urnament wh
the F.aster rec.'
All members
1. enter the ti
1' he awarded
of the
\PHI 3. at 7:1
Rock sport
Wednesdav in
championship i

